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I. ISSUE 

The respondent here is a real estate developer (appealer) and is one of the customers of the 

respondent. A sum of 3,50,000 was paid on 25 November 2011 by the appellants which led to 

the provisional allotment of residential unit in a real estate project being developed by the 

respondent. 

The total consideration was fixed at 56.45 lakhs and the position was intended to be convened 

within a period of 42 months from the execution of the agreement of the provisional allotment 

letter. The appellants have paid the amount of 53.84 lakhs since December 2011on 13 June 

2017 on 27 April 2020, the appellant sought a refund of the consideration together with 

specified interest. 

The appellants instituted a consumer complaint before the NCDRC for refund with interest 

(2.18 crore) but the consumer complaint has been dismissed by an order dated 13 July 2020 for 

want of pecuniary jurisdiction. A single member bench held that after the replacement of old 

act and  enactment of the new one the limits of its pecuniary jurisdiction stands changed from 

1 crore to 10 crores and the complaint instituted by the appellant was consequently declared to 

be not maintainable later as the involved money is less than the specified new peculiarly 

jurisdiction. 

A petition seeking review of the order was filed in Supreme Court. 

 

II. QUESTIONS-RAISED 

Should the pending cases that are already being dealt (instituted before the commencement of 

the CPA, 2019) by various fora be transferred to new fora with regard to the changed pecuniary 

jurisdiction by way of CPA 2019? 

 

III. DECISION 

Supreme Court held that all consumer complaints filed before the outset of CPA, 2019 should 

be heard by the forum as per pecuniary jurisdiction under consumer protection act,1986.  
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III. ANALYSIS/COMMENTARY  

Section 6 clause (c) of the General Clauses Act, 1897 says “unless a different intention appears, 

the repeal shall not affect any right, privilege obligation or liability acquired, accrued or 

incurred under any enactment so repealed”. 

Clause (d) says “the repeal shall not affect any investigation, legal proceeding or remedy with 

respect of any such right, privilege, obligation, liability, penalty, four feature or punishment as 

aforesaid and any such investigation, legal proceeding or remedy maybe instituted, continued 

or enforced, and any such penalty, four feature of punishment may be imposed as if the 

repealing act or regulation had not been passed.” These two clauses were used by the Supreme 

Court to substantiate its judgement regarding the fora uncertainty. The court for this relied on 

the fact that there was no express language in the CPA,2019 Act stating that all the pending 

cases would stand transferred to the for a created by the repealing act by applying changed 

monetary jurisdiction. It also hinged on section 107(3) of The Consumer Protection Act, 2019 

which indicates that the general principles of Section 6 of the General Clauses Act are not 

prejudiced.  

 

This judgement can be viewed from the aspect of the observation made by the court regarding 

the hardship which would be caused to the consumers if the pending cases are to be transferred 

to the new fora.1 So now repercussions of the contrasting hypothetical judgement can be 

scrutinised i.e. if the pending cases are to be transferred to the new fora. Such a contemplation 

would decide if the court’s intention of getting a desired result (i.e. lack of hardship) and the 

possible reality coincides. 

As on 31 October 2019, 21,216 cases were pending before the NCDRC in 1, 25,150 cases were 

pending before the CDRC and many of these cases being dealt by various CDRC would have 

to be transferred had the new peculiarly jurisdiction is to be followed.2 As there are 35 state 

commissions in India3, then according to the above statistics, each state commission has around 

3,575 cases pending. Here the national commission is burdened with cases that are 7 times the 

number cases with each state commission. So, if redistribution happened according to the new 

jurisdiction, concentration of the cases would be diluted thus reducing overall burden. So the 

                                                
1 supra note 4. 
2 Annual Report 2018-2019, Ministry of Consumer Affairs Food and Public Distribution, Govt. of India. 
3 ibid 
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observation of the court regarding the prospective application of the fora aspect and its 

consequences is prejudiced. 

 

The contention that if new jurisdiction is followed then it would cause lot of hardship to 

consumers due to wastage of time can be expostulated by another fact that a major stake in 

time of a consumer fora is consumed by the adjournments and the time given to parties for their 

responses, long delays are to be attributed to the staff shortage worry and hearing consumes 

little time.4 So if the cases are transferred then only hearing and little drafting should be done 

again. These consume the minimum time. The time given to the parties for the response need 

not be started all again. So as consumer complains can be filed and also the status can be 

checked online, the only extra time that would be consumed if cases are to be transferred to the 

new fora is just the time that would be consumed for hearing.5 This lost time can easily be 

compensated as redistribution of cases eradicated load burden thus making the proceedings 

smooth sailing. 

 

If the judgement is seen with respect to precedents, then a different dimension emerges. It was 

laid in a case that, unless expressed otherwise, a provision which effects substantive rights is 

presumed to be prospective and the one which affects procedure is retrospective in nature.6 

This principle is laid down in section 6 of The General Clauses Act, 1897 and it was also held 

by the Supreme Court that the said section is not prejudiced with respect to the CPA, 2019.7 

Right to file a consumer case for an e-commerce issue is a substantiation right granted under 

the CPA, 2019. As its effect is not expressly mentioned in the act, it should be presumed to 

have prospective effect. Given the facts that the the number of online shopping frauds 

registered with the National Consumer Helpline has been multiplying at an alarming rate, from 

977 cases in FY17, to 2,441 in 2018 and 5,620 cases in FY20 till November 2019 8 and that as 

the new right of costumers for filing e commerce complains is a substantive right which has 

                                                
4 Sana Shakil, Over 4.5 lakh cases pending in consumer courts of the country,  THE NEW INDIAN EXPRESS (Mar. 

26, 2021, 10:49 PM), https://www.newindianexpress.com/nation/2017/aug/08/over-45-lakh-cases-pending-in-

consumer-courts-of-the-country-1639896.html 
5 GIRIJA GADRE, ARTI BHARGAVA AND LABDHI MEHTA. How to lodge a consumer complaint online, THE 

ECONOMIC TIMES (May 23, 2016, 8:00 AM), https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/wealth/plan/how-to-lodge-a-

consumer-complaint-online/articleshow/52373328.cms?from=mdr 

6 Hitendra Vishnu Thakur vs. State of Maharashtra, AIR 1994 SC 2623 
7 Supra, note 4 
8 INC42, https://inc42.com/features/dark-side-of-d2c-ecommerce-frauds-on-the-rise-as-shady-brands-take-over-

socialmedia/#:~:text=According%20to%20the%20Ministry%20of,in%20FY20%20till%20November%202019 ( 

last visited Apr. 18, 2021) 
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prospective effect, there is no question of filing an e-commerce related complain by the parties 

who were aggrieved before the commencement of the repealing act;  the e-commerce 

altercations that arouse in past and which fail the 2 year limitation test can’t be expected to get 

any justice under new law. So here the objective of the parliament which was “to address the 

myriad and constantly emerging vulnerabilities of consumers and strengthened protection of 

consumers”9 is defeated as a procedure to enforce a non-existent right is futile. 

This case patently says that “one size fits all” can’t be applied. Clear categorisation of aspects 

into retrospective and prospective (in the absence of express language) may defeat the very 

purpose of legislation and the motive of our courts too. This snag can be mended by 

adjudicating the nature (whether retrospective or prospective) only by approaching legislations 

clearly and after considering their aftermath consequences. 

 

                                                
9 Supra note 3 


